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“Parents of under-16s and Millennials prop up the eating
out market and are not brand loyal, but are willing to trade

up if they feel their purchases are worthwhile. Millennials
are drawn to meal promotions, giving the eating out

market that competitive edge over supermarkets’ food-to-
go. Operators are unlocking the opportunities in breakfast
trade and are using technology to engage with customers.”

– Trish Caddy, Foodservice Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Breakfast potential
• Attracting Millennials
• Retaining parents

Parents of under-16s are heading out for sit-down meals at restaurants, as well as ordering home
delivered meals, making them the core consumers of the eating out market. Parents of under-16s are
also spending in the range of £40-59.99 on a meal in a casual dining restaurant, making it vital for
operators to focus on catering for families with young children.

As a group, parents are not as brand loyal as older diners, prompting brands to work harder to earn
their loyalty. When analysing their behaviours, parents are more likely to be drawn to special offers, a
reflection of a frugal mind-set. Yet parents are willing to trade up, if they feel their purchases are
worthwhile.

Meanwhile, UK employment growth offers operators the opportunity to push into the breakfast and
lunch market, but the prevalence of cheap supermarket meal deals threatens to take chunks off the
eating out market share. However, eating out consumers are drawn to meal promotions served in a
comfortable environment, giving the eating out market that competitive edge over supermarkets.
Notably, brands are also turning to advanced technology, especially technology that can link up mobile
and digital, to cater to customers who prefer to pre-order and pay for a meal than wait to be served.
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Food-to-go specialists
Figure 32: Key financial data for Greggs Plc, 2015-16

Figure 33: Key financial data for Leon Restaurants Ltd, 2014-15
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Brand attitudes: McDonald’s is on par with Greggs as good value
Figure 36: Attitudes, by brand, July 2017
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Figure 37: Brand personality – Macro image, July 2017

JD Wetherspoon is welcoming and traditional
Figure 38: Brand personality – Micro image, July 2017
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Figure 39: User profile of Greggs, July 2017
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Figure 40: User profile of Costa Coffee, July 2017
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Wagamama benefits from its healthy reputation
Figure 41: User profile of Wagamama, July 2017

JD Wetherspoon continues to offer good value
Figure 42: User profile of JD Wetherspoon, July 2017

Domino’s is convenient and family-friendly
Figure 43: User profile of Domino’s, July 2017

Côte is special and welcoming
Figure 44: User profile of Côte, July 2017

McDonald’s represents value for money
Figure 45: User profile of McDonald’s, July 2017

The frequency of eating out

Types of venues that people visit

Understanding the reasons for eating out

Identifying the types of dining companions

Examining the behaviours towards eating out

Most people eat in pub restaurants/bars

British restaurants are amongst the most popular venues

More than half of Brits visit coffee shops
Figure 46: Restaurants and food outlets visited for eat in meals, May 2017

Fish and chip/kebabs are the most popular takeaway foods

More than half of Brits order takeaway from ethnic restaurants
Figure 47: Restaurants and food outlets visited for takeaway/delivery, May 2017

More people eat-in than buy takeaway

Demographics of eat in consumers

Demographics of takeaway consumers
Figure 48: Overall eating out usage, May 2017

Most people buy takeaways from one type of fast food outlet
Figure 49: Repertoire of fast food venues visited for takeaway/delivery, May 2017

Most people visit three to four types of restaurants for dining
Figure 50: Repertoire of restaurants visited for dining, May 2017

Most consumers go out to eat once every three months

One in five consumers buys takeaways once a week

Once every 1-3 months takeaway users
Figure 51: Frequency of eating out or ordering takeaways/home deliveries, May 2017

Understanding the core customers of restaurant diners

The Consumer – What You Need to Know

Types of Venues for Dining and Takeaway

Frequency of Eating Out
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25-34-year-olds are core customers for dining out

One in three parents of under-16s dines out
Figure 52: Frequency of dining at a food outlet or restaurant once a week or more, by age and parent status, May 2017

Understanding the core customers of takeaway meals

Parents of under-16s are the core customers of takeaways

One in three 16-44-year-olds buy takeaways
Figure 53: Frequency of ordering takeaways at a food outlet or restaurant once a week or more, by age and parent status, May 2017

Most diners eat out to treat themselves

More than half of diners eat out to celebrate birthdays/special occasions
Figure 54: Reasons for eating in at food outlets or restaurants, May 2017

Shoppers are most likely to eat at burger/chicken fast food outlets

Three in ten diners consider dining out to be affordable

Parents and wealthy diners are most likely to use special offers

One in five diners is time-poor

European restaurant diners are most likely to visit for work day lunches
Figure 55: Any reasons for eating out, by any restaurants visited for dining, May 2017

Two in five diners dine with their partners
Figure 56: Dining companions, May 2017

Young men are dining out alone

Sandwich shops are some of the best places to hang out with friends
Figure 57: Any companions, by any fast food outlets visited for dining, May 2017

Gen X lead family dining occasions
Figure 58: Any companions, by any restaurants visited for dining, May 2017

Restaurants are a social space for family and friends

A good way to enjoy new experiences

Enjoying food that people do not cook at home

Eating out is a hobby

Most people are unsure about pre-order and pay

Takeaway containers should be recyclable

More can be done to encourage people to order takeaway

Rewarding takeaway customers for their loyalty

Letting takeaway customers order directly from restaurants

People are unsure about online reviews

Transparency matters to people who eat out
Figure 59: Behaviours towards eating in or ordering takeaway, May 2017

Reasons for Eating Out

Dining Companions

Behaviours towards Eating Out
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Abbreviations

Consumer research methodology

Brand research

Brand map

Figure 60: Best- and worst-case forecasts for the eating out market, by value, 2017-22

Forecast methodology

Appendix – Data Sources, Abbreviations and Supporting Information

Appendix – Market Size and Forecast
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